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[Data for the following report were published October 26 in an article titled, "A Balance Sheet of
Contra Aid, Human and Economic Costs of the Contra War 1980-1987" (UPDATE 6:32), by the
Central American Historical Institute. Unless otherwise noted, all statistics in the report are derived
from INEC, the Nicaraguan National Institute of Statistics and Census.] The effects of the contra
war, the economic fallout of a revolutionary upheaval, the slump in prices for traditional Central
American exports, mounting debt, and a regional economic crisis, have left the Nicaraguan economy
in shambles. An idea of the costs of the war can be deduced from the fact that direct economic
losses in 1986 ($275.4 million) surpassed Nicaragua's export earnings for the year ($230 million).
Total direct economic losses between 1980 and October 1986 were more than $1.1 billion. (Direct
losses include economic targets destroyed or damaged by the contras, along with the resultant
production losses, plus blocked loans and financial losses caused by the trade embargo. Indirect
damage, mentioned below, is an estimate of the spinoff effects the direct economic losses have on
the Nicaraguan economy.) The Nicaraguan government has effectively been forced to abandon
long-range development plans in favor of a bare-bones "survival economy." Contra actions against
Nicaraguan economic targets, such as electrical towers, coffee and tobacco processing plants, oil
storage facilities, grain silos, hydroelectric plants, and agricultural vehicles and machinery, as well
as housing and social infrastructure, caused some $144.5 million in property damage between 1980
and April 30, 1987, peaking in 1983-84. The decline since then in the totals for such material damages
plus the resultant loss in production from a high of $197.9 million in 1984 to $104.0 million in 1986
show that despite increased funding, training, and US intelligence, contra attacks on significant
economic targets have diminished. In 1987, the contras have shifted tactics, using small units to
sabotage isolated targets such as electrical towers. Overall, however, the agricultural sector has been
the hardest hit, absorbing 59.7% of total losses through April 1987. The destruction and disruption
of the war has caused an estimated $531.5 million in production losses, primarily in the agro-export
sector. Since 1985 the US economic embargo has caused some $187.8 million in losses. (Imposed
officially in May 1985, US economic sanctions surfaced earlier in acts such as cutting Nicaragua's
sugar quota to the US market and suspending wheat shipments.) The embargo caused shortterm havoc, manifested particularly in a desperate shortage of spare parts. The government has
gradually replaced its fleets of US-made vehicles and agricultural machinery with Japanese Toyotas
and Soviet-made tractors. In addition, an aggressive campaign to diversify trade partners has
somewhat reduced the impact of the embargo. (See "How Many Legs Does Nicaragua Stand On?"
UPDATE, Vol. 6, No. 20.) Of greater importance has been the financial blockade orchestrated by
Washington. By late 1981, the Reagan administration had cancelled the balance of a $75 million
loan granted by the Carter administration and had begun to block loans from multilateral agencies.
Because the US controls a large proportion of votes in such agencies, it has been able to apply a
virtual credit embargo on Nicaragua. From 1981 to 1986, multilateral institution loans Nicaragua
failed to receive due to US actions total $364.9 million. While these have been partially replaced by
trade credits and loans from Western European, Latin American, and socialist nations, the latter
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tend to be more costly and tied to specific purchases and technical assistance. Total indirect and
direct damage, expressed as impact on gross domestic product (GDP) and estimated through yearend 1987, is $3.6 billion. A large defense budget rising steadily from 18.2% of the total budget in
1982 to 46.3% in 1987 has severely reduced Nicaragua's ability to provide social services, invest in
infrastructure, develop industrial and agricultural capacity, or even replace damaged property.
GDP declined 1.4% in 1984, 2.6% in 1985, and 0.4% in 1986, while unemployment rose to 21.5% in
1986. Export production fell from $508 million in 1981 to $2l8 million in 1986. [Sources of statistics
compiled from UN Economic Commission on Latin America, Nicaraguan National Institute of
Statistics and Census, Nicaraguan Ministry of Foreign Commerce, and Nicaraguan Institute of Social
and Economic Research/Regional Coordination of Economic and Social Research (INIES/CRIES)
data bank.] To the ordinary Nicaraguan citizen, particularly in the cities, these dismal economic
indicators are not mere statistics. They are felt in long lines and scarcities of imported goods and
essential consumer items; skyrocketing inflation (657% last year), leading to a steady erosion of
purchasing power; overcrowded, deteriorating buses; continual power blackouts, and water and
gas rationing. [CAHI is an independent research group headquartered in Washington DC, and
affiliated with the Instituto Historico Centroamericano in Managua. The UPDATE may be obtained
by contacting CAHI, Intercultural Center, Georgetown University, Washington DC 20057.]
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